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Askew (2011) indicates that other contexts that lend themselves to being modelled as arrays include rows of
chairs, square tiles on a floor, and windows made up of small panes. Such contexts can provoke “rich
conversations about ‘shortcuts’ to counting the total number of items” (p. 37). Over time, learners can move
from modelling these contexts using counters to drawing a grid as a more conceptual array to represent the
context.
AN ARRAY SCAVENGER HUNT
I have used this scavenger hunt activity to provide a context for arrays with Grade 3 and 4 learners who
attend my after-school maths clubs, especially when I come across learners who have not had any exposure
to the idea of an array. Start by drawing a 3 × 4 array of squares and gradually introduce the vocabulary of
‘row’, ‘column’ and ‘array’. Describe the array in terms of the number of rows and columns it contains. Next,
ask learners to calculate how many individual squares there are in the array. Learners will typically do this in
a variety of ways – either by counting individual squares one by one, by adding four multiples of three (3 +
3 + 3 + 3), by adding three multiples of four (4 + 4 + 4), by determining the product 3 × 4, or by determining
the product 4 × 3. Ask different learners to show their calculation processes, and discuss multiplication as
being a more economical approach to repeated addition.
Once learners have a sense of what an array is, move outside the classroom and identify an array in the close
vicinity, for example a gate or a window. Point out to the learners that this is also an array, and physically
indicate the rows and columns, asking the learners to determine the number of individual shapes in the array.
Next begins the scavenger hunt. Get learners to look around the school and grounds trying to find as many
arrays as possible. For each array get the learners to work out the number of rows, columns and individual
shapes. As a final activity ask the learners to look for arrays in their own home and to return the next day
with examples of any arrays that they found (a few examples are shown below).

CONTEXTS FOR EARLY DIVISION
At this point, learners should be encouraged to make connections between multiplication and division using
an array. The following questions represent an example of a context that could be modelled using arrays and
which provides a space for talking about the relationship between division and multiplication:
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